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Price: 124,950€  Ref: ES171657

Town House

Los Romanes

2

2

163m² Build Size

200m² Plot Size

Casa de las Pasas is located behind the village of Los Romanes. With access via a new

concrete track and a top quality reform this property is bursting with character. Located

on two stories, downstairs you can find the lounge area with new AC and woodburner,

the kitchen with new units and a lowered, beamed dining room which leads out onto a

brand new terrace. Here you will catch the afternoon sun and plenty of shade if you need

with three extendible awnings. Upstairs is a large master bedroom with dressing area, a

second sizeable bedroom and two new bathrooms, one with bath and one with

showe...(Ask for More Details!)
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Casa de las Pasas is located behind the village of Los Romanes. With access via a new concrete track and a

top quality reform this property is bursting with character. Located on two stories, downstairs you can find the

lounge area with new AC and woodburner, the kitchen with new units and a lowered, beamed dining room

which leads out onto a brand new terrace. Here you will catch the afternoon sun and plenty of shade if you

need with three extendible awnings. Upstairs is a large master bedroom with dressing area, a second

sizeable bedroom and two new bathrooms, one with bath and one with shower. This property has more to

offer such as an outdoor utility area, two store rooms, traditional bread oven, morning terrace, and small

manageable garden . This is a great, low maintainance property with low running costs and nothing which

needs doing for the immediate future.
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